Friction in perspective.
In the past, most frictional resistance studies have been conducted in a steady state condition that does not simulate the dynamics of the oral environment. Various oral functions as chewing, swallowing, speaking, etc, as well as the oral tissues contacting any orthodontic appliances, result in periodic, repetitive, minute relative motion at the bracket/arch wire interfaces several thousand times each day. This in turn affects the normal forces at the interfaces, and because frictional resistance is directly proportional to the normal force, a pilot study was undertaken to emulate the dynamic environment of the oral cavity and its effect on frictional resistance. Tests of a limited sample of stainless steel arch wires and brackets typically used in sliding mechanics revealed that frictional resistance was effectively reduced to zero each time minute relative movements occurred at the bracket/arch wire interfaces. Factors such as the degree of dental tipping, relative arch wire/slot clearances, and method of tying, did not have a measurable effect on frictional resistance in the simulated dynamics of the oral environment.